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Abstract

This paper investigates sloshing at shallow-liquid depths in a rectangular container by using experimental
and numerical methods. A motion platform is used to perform a prescribed periodic rotational motion
to excite the liquid sloshing at a range of frequencies and filling levels. Simulated free-surface elevation is
compared with the experimental results for a selection of cases. The wave mechanisms at the chosen fillings
are studied by combining numerical methods and the experimental results. We find that the simulated
free-surface elevation is in close agreement with experimental results inside the resonance zone. But at
frequencies above the bifurcation point, with several overlapping waves, the deviation is increasing. The
bifurcation point is determined for a range of filling levels through observation. The numerical results
provide important information about sloshing mechanisms at these depths. Complex interaction between
the bottom, the lower layer and the wave influences the amount of dissipation before the wave hits the wall.
The existing theory seems to be too conservative in predicting the occurrence of hydraulic jumps in the
upper limit.
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1. Introduction

Sloshing can be characterized as the motion of liquids in containers or vessels. Sloshing can occur with
more than one immiscible liquid, as studied in La Rocca et al. [1], [2]. There are several applications in
which sloshing may occur. The basic problem sloshing presents is estimating the hydrodynamic pressure
distribution, forces, moments, and natural frequencies. Extensive work on how to approach it analytically5

can be found in [3] and [4]. The former focuses on space applications, while the latter focuses on sloshing
within the maritime field. Naturally, a moving ship in waves is subject to sloshing. Within the maritime field
there are tanks of different applications, but in general all marine vehicles have some kind of tank installed
on-board. Examples are roll-stabilizer tanks or cargo tanks carrying different type of liquids. Impact at
shallow depths can cause great damage to the tank. The resonance zone extends to frequencies higher10

than the calculated first natural frequency. Depending on the depth, frequencies below the the first natural
frequency result in a bore [5], [6]. By increasing the frequency, it is possible to cause the bore to travel
all the way from one wall to the other. Further increase of the frequency results in a narrow region where
a steep solitary wave travels the entire tank length without breaking, and this results in severe impact on
the side walls. This paper aims to characterize wave patterns in a sloshing tank under roll and to identify15

frequencies that cause severe impacts at low fillings.
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There are many methods to analyse sloshing and several studies use experimental or analytical approaches
to examine the subject. Olsen and Johnsen [5] characterized sloshing at these depths and performed a
limited number of tests with forced roll. Armenio and La Rocca [7] investigated sloshing with forced and
free oscillations at shallow depths under rolling motion. The roll amplitude varies between 1.0◦ and 4.5◦20

with two different depths. They compare results using the shallow water equations (SWE) form of the
Navier-Stokes equations and RANS equations, and they found higher accuracy with RANS than with SWE.
La Rocca et al. [8] and [9] also performed theoretical and experimental analysis of sloshing in a rotating
container at intermediate depths. A fully nonlinear model is defined by applying the variational method. A
technique to select the most energetic modes from experimental tests is presented. The comparison between25

experiments and theory shows good agreement.
To investigate the detailed flow conditions in sloshing, both with and without internal structures, compu-

tational fluid dynamics (CFD) provide promising capabilities. Viscous dissipation is accounted for and wave
breaking regimes can be modelled with good accuracy. The literature offers several studies. Gómez-Goñi et
al. [10] compared two CFD tools using the volume of fluid method (VOF) and a multi-modal sloshing model30

by Ansari et al. [11]. They found good agreement between the two CFD codes, but the multi-modal method
over-predicted the wave amplitude in some conditions. Bai et al. [12] used a finite difference CFD model
to simulate a full scale LNG tank undergoing realistic ship motions. To capture the free surface, a level-set
method is employed. To validate the simulations, both longitudinal and rotational motions are considered.
Few cases that compared free-surface elevation are considered. The comparison of pressure data showed35

acceptable agreement. Zhao and Chen [13] implemented a finite-analytical NavierStokes (FANS) flow solver
in conjunction with a new coupled level-set and VOF method (CLSVOF). Impact pressure from simulations
are compared with experimental data and shows good agreement. They also compared the method to a
level-set method with global mass conservation and found that the CLSVOF method showed an significant
reduction in the relative mass change.40

An increasing trend is to use large-eddy simulations (LES), but this comes at a computational cost, which
increases with higher Reynolds number. Liu and Lin [14] simulated sloshing in a three-dimensional tank
using LES with the Smagorinsky subgrid scale model. However, their comparisons only concern non-linear
sloshing conditions, excluding the resonant case. The cases with violent sloshing were not validated against
experimental data.45

Another method that has proven promising in predicting wave motions in sloshing is smooth particle hy-
drodynamics (SPH). Iglesias et al. [15] performed SPH simulations of passive anti-roll tanks. The phase-lag
for the roll moment is compared to experimental results for different fillings and roll amplitudes. Bouscasse
et al. [16] investigated shallow depth sloshing for sway. They compared experimental results with a δ-SPH
scheme and found that the method proved to be robust and reliable in studying violent free-surface flows.50

An extensive experimental program is presented, with several amplitudes and fillings. An additional classi-
fication of the wave patterns by Olsen and Johnsen [5] are presented. Delorme et al. [17] and Bulian et al.

[18] also compare SPH simulations and experiments.
The numerical model, REEF3D [19], [20] which we use in this work is based on discretization and

solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). The novelties of the RANS simulations are55

the use of level-set method and the improved turbulence boundary condition at the free surface. The model
has been extensively used for wave hydrodynamics problems [21], ocean wave energy [22] and sediment
transport problems [23]. Forced sloshing within the proximity of the first mode natural frequency as well
as free sloshing is simulated and compared to experiments performed at the lab facility at the Norwegian
University of Science and Technology (NTNU) in Ålesund. Together with the high-order numerical treatment60

of the governing equations, this leads to high-quality simulation results, as shown through the comparison
with the measured data in the first part of the paper. In the second part, investigation of the resonance
zone at shallow depth sloshing is performed. The mean wave amplitude and bifurcation point is determined
for a range of fillings. The combination of RANS simulations and experimental observations has led to an
improved representation of the sloshing hydrodynamics.65
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2. Numerical model

2.1. RANS equations

The governing equations are the incompressible RANS equations given in tensor notations valid for two
and three dimensions:
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= −1

ρ
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∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

[
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(
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∂xj
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∂uj

∂xi

)]

+ Si (1)

Where u is the velocity, p the pressure, ρ the density and ν and νt are the viscosity and turbulent eddy-70

viscosity respectively. The last term are the body forces. Since we are using a tank-fixed coordinate system,
source terms in addition to gravity must be accounted for to represent the equations in a non-inertial global
system. The motion is harmonic, and the x- and z-terms are given by:

Sx = θ̈(z − zm) + θ̇2(x− xm)− gsinθ,

Sz = −θ̈(x− xm) + θ̇2(z − zm)− 2θ̇ u− gcosθ.
(2)

where the z-component is the vertical direction and x is in the longitudinal direction of the tank. As the
motion is planar, no source term is added for the y-component. θ is the rotational angle. θ̇, θ̈ is angular75

velocity and acceleration respectively. The coordinates xm and zm are center of the rotational point, and
therefore x− xm is the distance from the rotational point to the center of the tank fixed coordinate system.
The second last term of the z-component is the Coriolis acceleration.

2.2. Turbulence

Modelling turbulence in sloshing, or general free surface flow with large density ratios, is complex. To80

calculate the velocities and pressure of Eqn. (1), an expression for the eddy-viscosity is needed. The two-
equation, k-ω turbulence model is used to close the set of equations [24]. These are the kinetic turbulent
energy and the specific dissipation rate of turbulent energy, ω. The equations can be written [25]:
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Pk is the turbulent energy production term. σk, σω are standard coefficients in the model, both with
values of 2 in this case. βk, β and α are empirical constants, with values 9/100, 3/40 and 5/9 respectively.85

The RANS model overproduces the turbulent energy in highly strained flows. This gives unrealistically
large values for the eddy-viscosity. Menter [26] noted that the stress intensity ratio scales with the ratio
of turbulence production to dissipation. Typical stress intensity ratios can be found from experiments in
certain type of flows. In order to avoid overproduction of turbulence in highly strained flow outside the
boundary layer, the turbulent eddy-viscosity, νt, can be bounded through the limiting formulation [27]:90

νt = min

(

k

ω
,

√

2
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)

(5)

where |S| is the rate of strain.
The rough wall function by Schlichting [28] is applied to solid boundaries [20]:
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1

κ
ln

(

30y
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)

. (6)
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u+ is the dimensionless wall velocity, κ is a constant equal to 0.4 and ks is the equivalent sand roughness.
Near the wall it is assumed that the turbulent production is equal to the dissipation of turbulent energy.
This gives the following expression for the specific turbulent dissipation:95

ωwall = −C
3/4
µ k

1/2
w u+

w

∆yp
(7)

where ∆yp is the distance from the wall to the respective cell.

The initial conditions for the velocity field are calculated from potential flow. The turbulence starting
values are based on turbulence intensity and viscosity ratio.

100

At the free surface it seems plausible that the turbulent length scales are reduced. This is a similar
effect as on the wall boundaries, where a shear layer is formed due to forces near the surface. The normal
fluctuations are damped out, with an amplification of the other components. A boundary condition is
proposed to limit the length scale near the free surface [29]:

ωs =
C

−1/4
µ

κ
k1/2 · 1

y′
(8)

where Cµ = 0.07 and κ = 0.4. y′ is the virtual origin of the length scale of the turbulence. In [30] this105

was determined to be 0.07 times the mean water depth. To activate this boundary condition at the interface
of thickness ǫ, the expression is multiplied by the Dirac delta function:

δ(φ) =

{

1
2ǫ

[

1 + cos
(

πφ
ǫ

)]

, if |φ| < ǫ;

0, otherwise
(9)

where φ is the level set function. It should be noted that Eqn. 5, limits the eddy-viscosity in the whole
flow domain. The free surface boundary condition of ω in Eqn. 8 increases the dissipation and therefore
reduces the eddy-viscosity, but only at the free surface.110

2.3. Interface Capturing

The interface between liquid and gas represent a discontinuity in the fluid properties. To capture the
interface, the level set technique is used, first presented by [31]. The location of the surface is represented
by the zero level of a signed distance function. The following properties are defined:

φ(x, t)











> 0, if x ∈ phase 1;

= 0, if x ∈ Γ;

< 0, if x ∈ phase 2

(10)

Where Γ represents the free surface. In order to move the interface inside a velocity field, a transport115

equation for the level set function, φ, is solved. The equation is given as:

∂φ

∂t
+ uj

∂φ

∂xj
= 0 (11)

The convective term in Eq. 11 is discretized with the Hamilton-Jacobi version of the weighted essentially
non-oscillatory scheme (WENO HJ). The temporal term is solved with the third-order TVD Runge-Kutta
scheme [31]. When the level set function is convected, it will not remain a signed distance function. To
maintain this property, it must satisfy the Eikonal equation, |∇φ| = 1. Reinitialization at each time step is120

done using a PDE based equation [32], [33]. Preserving mass conservation poses a challenge when there are
significant deformations of the free surface. Some recent advances are found in [34] and [35].
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The mixture density in each cell center is evaluated using the smoothed Heaviside function as:

ρ(φ) = ρ1H(φ) + ρ2 [1−H(φ)]

µ(φ) = µ1H(φ) + µ2 [1−H(φ)]
(12)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities in phase 1 and 2 respectively. The Heaviside function is defined as

H (φi) =















0, if φi < −ǫ;
1
2

[

1 + φi

ǫ + 1
π sin

(

πφ1

ǫ

)]

, if |φi| < ǫ;

1, if φi > ǫ

(13)

Treatment of the abrupt change of fluid properties is needed, and to avoid numerical instabilities, the125

values are smoothed across the free surface. This can be done by assigning a finite thickness to the interface.
Typically the thickness is equal to ǫ = 1.6∆x, where ∆x is the grid spacing.

Using a staggered grid, the density must also be evaluated at the cell faces to find the fluxes. Performing
this in two steps, by interpolation of the densities at the cell center, leads to small scale oscillations. Instead,
the cell face densities are calculated in a single step with the smoothed Heaviside function:130

ρi+1/2 = ρ1H(φi+1/2) + ρ2
[

1−H(φi+1/2)
]

(14)

where the level set function at the cell faces is evaluated through averaging:

φi+1/2 =
1

2
(φi + φi+1) (15)

2.4. Solution Procedure

Chorin’s projection method [36] is used to handle the pressure-velocity coupling. This procedure starts
with computing an intermediate velocity field by ignoring the pressure terms in the RANS equations. This
is the predictor step. In the next projection step the pressure gradient is added to give the final velocity at135

the next time step. The continuity condition is used to eliminate un+1, to get the Poisson equation:

∂

∂xi
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1
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)
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1
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∂u∗

i

∂xi
(16)

The equation is iteratively solved to find the pressure at the new time step. Integration of Parallel High
Performance Preconditioners (HYPRE) with REEF3D makes it possible to combine a conjugate gradient
solver with geometric multigrid preconditioning [37].

The convective terms in the RANS equation are discretized using the conservative fifth-order WENO140

scheme [38]. A non-conservative WENO scheme (WENO HJ) is used to discretize the convective terms in
the level set equation, the k and ω equations. Essentially non-oscillatory schemes (ENO) bring higher order
to the first order upwind schemes by polynomial interpolation of the flux functions. There are three possible
HJ ENO approximations to the fluxes. WENO uses a weight parameter and combines the three stencils.

The grid is uniform and orthogonal. Construction of this is done quite easily in the rectangular domain.145

The ghost cell method [39] is implemented to account for solid boundaries.

3. Experimental set-up and results

The experiments were carried out at the Department of Maritime Technology and Operations at NTNU
Ålesund. A solid rotational platform is used to excite sloshing. A crank mechanism driven by an electro
motor creates the rotational motion of a plane table. Two different tanks have been used, the smallest one150

to test h/L = 0.125, because it required depths that would result in tank-roof impacts with the longest tank.
The main dimensions are given in Table 1. An explanation of the dimensions is given in Fig.1. Validation
results are performed by placing the sensor slightly to the left in Fig. 1, while the free-surface amplitude
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Figure 1: Tank configuration.

Table 1: Tank configurations.

Tank config. L [m] B [m] H [m] s/L Test type
1 1.00 0.25 0.40 0.408 Main test
2 0.59 0.18 0.3 0.408 Comparison and h/L = 0.125

from experiments is measured also at the middle of the tank, x/L = 0.500. Several fillings are also tested
with the small tank to compare the results with the long tank. This can be done by scaling the frequencies155

based on the tank lengths, so that f2 = f1 ·
√

L1/L2, where L1 and f1 is the length and frequency of the
long tank respectively.

The roll axis is at the intersection of the bottom and the centerplane of the tank, creating liquid motions
in the longitudinal direction (Fig. 1). Videos of all the sloshing tests are recorded, using a GoPro Hero4
camera. The distance from the tank top to the free surface is measured using an ultrasonic sensor, type Sick160

UM12. The resolution of the sensor is 0.069 mm. The accuracy is ±1 % with a repeatability of ±0.15 %
based on the current measurement value. If it is assumed that the percentage accuracy is valid also for a
measured distance of 100 mm, the potential error would be 1 mm. The operating range of the sensor is 20
to 150 mm. The location of the sensor is close to the middle of the tank, with a distance of s/L = 408 from
the left side.165

The varied test parameters are the frequency of motion and the filling level. The roll amplitude is kept
equal to 3 degrees in all tests. The tank breadth is small relative to the length, so that 3D effects are
negligible. This is also seen from the 3D simulation results. The test parameters are given in Table 2. The
test runs for each filling are performed continuously by adjusting frequency at small steps after several cycles
with each frequency.170

3.1. Wave amplitude and the bifurcation point

The free-surface elevation for a range of frequencies and fillings is found from measurements in the tank
test. The sensor location is close to the middle, and as already shown, the amplitude is slightly different
when passing each way. As the wave starts to travel all the way without breaking from wall to wall, the
amplitude is almost similar, and the dominating frequency is 2·f . To identify the amplitude-frequency curve175

of each filling, it would make sense to calculate the average of the two amplitudes of each pass (right to left
and left to right). The free-surface elevation is therefore calculated as the mean value of the positive peaks,
being the wave passing from left to right and opposite:

η =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

ηi (17)
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Table 2: Test parameters, minimum and maximum frequencies of each filling.

Test no. h/L f [Hz] f/f1,0 Tank config.
1 0.030 0.233-0.483 0.861-1.785 1
2 0.040 0.300-0.500 0.960-1.601 1
3 0.050 0.300-0.533 0.860-1.529 1/2
4 0.060 0.300-0.600 0.787-1.573 1
5 0.070 0.333-0.633 0.811-1.541 1/2
6 0.080 0.300-0.633 0.684-1.445 1
7 0.090 0.333-0.617 0.719-1.330 1
8 0.100 0.367-0.627 0.752-1.287 1/2
9 0.125 0.500-0.633 0.926-1.173 2
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Figure 2: Wave amplitude.

where N is the total number of positive peaks within the time series and ηi is wave peak number i of
each passing. The resulting wave amplitude for a selection of fillings is shown in Fig. 2.180

To find the repeatability of the measured peaks within each test of constant motion frequency, the
standard deviation is found for each of the wave peaks, defined as

S =

√

√

√

√

1

N − 1

N
∑

i=1

|ηi − η|. (18)

It is found that the standard deviation could be as high as 15 % of the respective wave elevation,
but on average it is 10 %. The number of sloshing cycles is 30 for each frequency. This means that the
repeatability of the amplitude within a test of several sloshing cycles is relatively low. The absolute values185

should therefore be considered with care, but the curves in Fig. 2 show interesting trends. There seems to be
a marked difference between the depth h/L = 0.07 and h/L = 0.08, as the wave amplitudes at h/L = 0.08
are more significant for a broader range of frequencies. The sections below show how the filling affects the
speed of the wave, breaking or non-breaking, as it approaches the side wall. The dissipation is quite different
between the different fillings. The rapid increase seen for h/L = 0.08 close to f/f1,0 = 1 is because the wave190

breaks close to the middle or slightly across it.
At a certain frequency parameter, f/f1,0, the wave amplitude drops significantly. The frequency when

this occurs is higher for smaller fillings. The zone where impacts are more severe is also narrower for smaller
depths. Through observation it is found which frequencies result in the characteristic solitary wave followed
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by the bifurcation point. In a practical sense, the definition is such that a small change in f/f1,0 causes a195

sudden topological change in the long-term dynamic behaviour of the system [4]. This point is accurately
determined by gradually varying the frequencies, and observing at which frequency it occurs.

0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13
h/L

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

f
/f

1,
0

Exper.
Theory
Simulations
4 deg roll

Figure 3: The bifurcation frequency (experiments and simulations) and the theoretical prediction of the upper range of hydraulic
jumps to occur.

The bifurcation frequency for all the tested fillings is presented in Fig. 3. It has been determined for
a few fillings at 3 degree roll using simulations. 4 degree roll amplitude has also been determined with
REEF3D only at filling h/L = 0.10. The bifurcation parameter f/f1,0 is slightly higher with 4 degree roll.200

Several more amplitude and filling combinations should be investigated for the future. This may be done
with our numerical tool.

The curve is steeper for low fillings, and flattens out as the filling level passes h/L = 0.06. The flat curve
at high fillings indicates that the sloshing enters the intermediate depth region. Comparison with the smaller
tank (number 2) resulted in the same parameter f/f1,0 with the tested fillings and scaled frequencies. In205

the same figure, the upper range of hydraulic jumps to occur according to the theory by Verhagen and Van
Wijngaarden [40] is shown. The formula is given in Eq. 19. It should be noted that the theoretical prediction
is not a prediction of the bifurcation point. But as it predicts a higher frequency parameter for h/L > 0.04,
the guidance is poor. Using the theoretical prediction in the upper range will therefore result in a too wide
range for resonant conditions to be present.210

|1− f/f1,0| ≤ π−2
√
24
√

Lη4a/h+ π2Zrη4a/L (19)
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4. Numerical investigation of shallow-depth sloshing

4.1. Grid sensitivity study

4 5 6 7 8
t/T1
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0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

η
/h

Experiments
∆ x/L=0.004
∆ x/L=0.003
∆ x/L=0.0025

Figure 4: Grid sensitivity for case h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 1.40.

In this section, the simulation and experiment results are compared and discussed. A grid sensitivity
study is presented at first, followed by the comparison between experiments and simulations for some selected
cases. The numerical set-up is meant to closely represent the experimental test. A rectangular domain with215

orthogonal and uniform cells is constructed. The rotation point similar to Fig. 1 is chosen, and motion is
generated through the momentum source terms, as described in Eq. 2. Three different cell sizes are compared
for test number 4 with h/L = 0.06 and the frequency corresponding to the bifurcation point (f/f1,0 = 1.40).
Only two-dimensional simulations are compared. The resulting free-surface elevation is shown in Fig. 4. It
is found that the highest peak is slightly lower with finer grid where the amplitude is slightly over-predicted220

by the RANS simulations. As the simulation with grid ∆x/L = ∆y/L=0.003 is significantly more efficient
than the finest grid, it is therefore chosen for further studies. The number of grid cells is equal to 33300 in
the two-dimensional case.

4.2. Comparison of free-surface elevation

The comparison between experiments and simulations is based on the measured free-surface elevation.225

The results from tests with water elevation h/L = 0.06 are plotted in Fig. 5a - 5d respectively. The simulated
amplitude of the wave travelling back and forth is in close agreement with the experiments. Any discrepancy
is due to ripples at the back of the wave and a free-surface profile at the wave front. It was observed during
experiments that the wave front is chaotic as it breaks. The sensor is placed somewhat to the left of the
middle. In Fig. 5c, it can be seen that the two peaks have almost the same amplitude. This is because the230

amplitude of the travelling wave only differs slightly when passing each direction. This indicates that this
is almost a single solitary wave just prior to the bifurcation point.
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(a) h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 0.79.
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(b) h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 1.00.
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(c) h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 1.40.
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(d) h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 1.44.

Figure 5: Free-surface elevation at forced sloshing.
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4.3. Simulations of free sloshing
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Figure 6: Motion transient of half a period in the free sloshing case.

Free sloshing is investigated by turning off the motion after half a cycle with a frequency of f/f1,0 = 0.437.
Time history of the motion amplitude is shown in in Fig. 6. The long tank is used to perform these tests235

(configuration 1). Repeatability of such tests are not so good due to the low damping. No steady state
exists and the sloshing is highly transient. The more damping the better should the repeatability be, as the
damping act as a constraint to the motion. However, this is only true if details in the flow are excluded, like
the chaotic wave front.

The reason for running free sloshing tests, as mentioned in [7], is to evaluate the ability of the model to240

predict the wave speed and shape. Sloshing with zero tank excitation results in natural sloshing modes. Our
aim is to compare the frequencies from simulations with those that are calculated, as well as performing a
sensitivity analysis on the turbulence settings. This is relevant because it is found that two-equation RANS
turbulence models over-predicts the eddy viscosity at the free surface. The resulting free-surface elevation
is given in Fig. 7. Some slight discrepancy in the free-surface amplitude is found before t/T1 = 20. In the245

beginning, after t/T1 = 4, the decay predicted by RANS is greater. Some signal noise is present at around
t/T1 = 4.

The wave profile at different time instants is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8b shows the wave when the motion
stops. The travelling wave is small, but has some steepness in the beginning of the travel towards the right250

wall. The returning wave system is shown in Fig. 8d. At this time instant, the first of the three waves is
registered by the ultrasonic sensor, while the following waves are seen towards the right. The wave with the
maximum amplitude, in Fig. 8f, results from interaction between the three waves (Fig. 8d) and occurs when
the first of the three waves return to meet the two last waves.

Most of the simulations in this study are performed in two dimensions. To investigate the influence255

of wall shear on the damping, simulations in three dimensions are compared to the two-dimensional case.
Fig. 9 shows a time series of 3D simulations performed at the Notur supercomputers. The grid cell number
is equal to 1.6 million with the same ∆x as in the 2D case. The difference between 2D and 3D is minor,
which indicates that the damping due to wall shear is insignificant.

The free-surface boundary condition of ω can be investigated by adjusting the y′ value in Eq. 8. The260

default value in REEF3D is 0.07. A reduction of this value increases the specific turbulent dissipation
resulting in a decrease of the eddy viscosity. This is only activated at the free surface. From Fig. 10 the
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Figure 7: Free sloshing results. Half a period of f/f1,0 = 0.437 at h/L = 0.06.

results clearly show that the lower value of y′ results in increased amplitude. The wave amplitude is sensitive
to the turbulence settings at the free surface. This is questionable because the fluid motion is expected to
be laminar due to the low initial motion.265

The free-surface profile at the time the maximumwave is measured is shown comparing the two turbulence
settings in Fig. 11 . The reduced eddy viscosity increases the crest and reduces the trough. The difference in
the wave amplitude measured at this time instant is found to be approximately 0.3 [mm], so the difference
is minor.

The vorticity at the same instant of time is plotted in Fig. 12. It indicates that viscous effects are270

important, and fluid properties are set into rotation by an unbalanced shear stress [41]. Providing the
vorticity offers a method to separate the flow into viscous and inviscid effects. Specific dissipation of
turbulent energy is shown in Fig. 13. The dissipation dominates closest to the interface. The results are
kind of paradoxical. When the dissipation is expected to be minor, the turbulence settings at the free surface
will matter. But when the dissipation is large, like in forced sloshing close to resonance, these settings is of275

minor importance. It is a result from the abrupt change in fluid properties across the interface. The results
does not have any particular consequence. The difference is seen only in the laminar case when the damping
is small in general. That is why the results show some sensitivity.

The spectrogram plot in Fig. 14 shows short-time Fourier transformation (SFFT) of the experimental
data. Fast Fourier transformation is performed in specified sections, or time windows. The signal is divided280

into 18 equal sections. This corresponds to a time interval of 6 [s] which equals the initial motion period. It
can be seen that no distinct frequency dominates before approximately t/T1 = 8. Here, the first symmetric
mode is seen, f/f1,0 ≈ 2 as well as the second asymmetric mode, f/f1,0 ≈ 3. An FFT-analysis is performed
between t/T1 = 10 and t/T1 = 20 including experiments and simulation results with the two different values
of y′ (Fig. 15). The lower spectral value shows the underestimated wave amplitude from simulations. It is285

also seen that the lower value of y′ is closer to the experiments. It is interesting to observe that although
the natural frequencies are predicted quite well by the simulations, there is an increasing shift. This is not
visible at f/f1,0 = 2, but more pronounced at f/f1,0 = 3.
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(a) Wave amplitude at motion stop. (b) Simulated wave profile at motion stop.
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(c) Wave amplitude of 3 travelling waves. (d) Wave profiles from simulations.
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Figure 8: Simulated wave profile at selected times. Sensor position is marked between the dark and light contours on the figure.
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Figure 14: Spectrogram representing experimental data. Running half a period before stop (h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 0.437).
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Figure 9: Comparison of 2D and 3D running half a period before stop (h/L = 0.06 and f/f1,0 = 0.437).
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Figure 15: FFT of the time window between t/T1 = 10 and t/T1 = 20. The largest peaks correspond to the natural frequencies,
f2,0 and f3,0.

Figure 16: Comparison of the wave profile for different turbulence settings. 2nd mode standing wave at t/T1 = 8.33. The red
dotted line represent the lower value of y′.
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Figure 10: Comparison of turbulence settings (Eq. 8).

Figure 11: Comparison of the wave profile for different turbulence settings. The red dotted line represent the lower value of
y′. (The border does not represent the tank walls, and the free surface is blown up to see the differences).

Not only the amplitude is affected by the damping, but the wave speed as well.

4.4. Up- and downstream advancing waves290

The chosen excitation frequencies are in proximity to the first fundamental frequency or higher. The
results suggest that the characteristic patterns described by Olsen and Johnsen [5] require further inves-
tigation. The difference seems to depend on the platform angle, which is particularly important for roll
motion, as well as the tank filling. Observation reveals that the wave behaves quite differently depending
on whether it is advancing up- or downstream. This is illustrated below in Fig. 17a - 17h. In the case of an295

upstream advancing wave, the breaking of the wave occurs almost immediately after returning from the side
wall. While in the downstream case, the resulting wave has larger amplitudes before it eventually breaks
as seen from Fig. 17e and Fig. 17g. If the angle of the tank is closer to zero when the wave returns, the
wave gains more momentum due to gravitational forces travelling downstream after leaving the wall. As
can be seen in Fig. 17b, the velocity of the lower liquid layer travels in an opposite direction to the wave.300

The wave may be characterized as a bore [6], and dissipates by travelling on top of the lower layer of liquid.
Observation indicates that the largest difference between the two regimes depends on whether the wave
breaks at a positive or negative tank motion angle. In this case, positive is defined for when the wave is
advancing downstream. The wave in Fig. 17e - Fig. 17h is more of a spilling breaker type, and no plunging
breakers are observed in the experiments. The impact force from the bore depends on how much the wave305

is dissipated before it reaches the wall.
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Figure 12: Vorticity at the time of maximum response during the free sloshing test.

Figure 13: Specific dissipation of turbulence energy (ω) at the time of maximum response during the free sloshing test.

(a) Wave advancing upstream.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 0.892).

(b) Simulation of Fig. 17a.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 0.892).

(c) Wave dissipating upstream.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 0.892).

(d) Simulation of Fig. 17c.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 0.892).

(e) Wave advancing downstream.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 1.135).

(f) Simulation of Fig. 17e.

(h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 1.135).
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4.5. Breaking characteristics of waves advancing downstream

In the previous section, different wave characteristics have been observed. The most significant impact
occurs when a solitary wave travels along the whole tank length without breaking. All of the dissipation
takes place in a very short time interval when it hits the wall. It is reasonable to assume that the impact310

force depends on the location of the breaking. If the wave breaks further away from the wall, more kinetic
energy has been dissipated before it hits the wall. During the experiments, it is observed that even waves
that break close to the middle can have significant kinetic energy when reaching the wall, and the energy
increases with increasing liquid depth.

Fig. 19a and Fig. 19b show the waves when the tank is horizontal. Two different fillings are investigated.315

The same excitation frequency is used, which is f = 0.4667 [Hz]. It can be seen that for h/L = 0.08,
the wave is already overturning. The resulting difference is that the wave front drops with larger vertical
velocity towards the liquid surface compared to h/L = 0.07. With h/L = 0.07 the gravitational component
is larger in the longitudinal tank direction. The impact on the surface creates a bounce back and the motion
is violent as shown in Fig. 18. Fig. 19e and Fig. 19f show the simulations at the time instants just after the320

impact.

Figure 18: Bounce back after impacting the surface. h/L = 0.08 and f/f1,0 = 1.065.
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(a) h/L = 0.07 at θ = 0. (b) h/L = 0.08 at θ = 0.

(c) h/L = 0.07 before impacting the surface. (d) h/L = 0.08 before impacting the surface.

(e) h/L = 0.07 after impacting the surface. (f) h/L = 0.08 after impacting the surface.

Figure 19: Wave breaking with different mean depths. h/L = 0.07 / f/f1,0 = 1.135 and h/L = 0.08 / f/f1,0 = 1.065.

4.6. Wave impacts close to the bifurcation point

A slight variation of the frequency below the observed bifurcation point shows different characteristics
of the wave front just before impacting the wall. Fig. 20a - 20f shows video captures and corresponding
simulations of the wave just before it hits the wall. The frequencies are at the bifurcation point in Fig. 20e325

and slightly below in Fig. 20a and 20c. In the case with the lowest frequency the wave breaks before the
wall, but does not have time to dissipate before it impacts the wall. In Fig. 20c, the wave also starts to
break, but even closer to the wall. This causes a more severe impact. At the bifurcation point, the wave
does not break before it hits the wall.

From the figures, it can be observed that the platform angle is close to zero just before the wave hits330

the wall in Fig. 20e. The speed of the wave and momentum of the lower layer of liquid is balanced correctly
with the platform angle to make the wave travel all of the tank length.
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(a) h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 1.257. (b) Simulations of Fig. 20a.

(c) h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 1.297. (d) Simulations of Fig. 20c.

(e) h/L = 0.07 and f/f1,0 = 1.338. (f) Simulations of Fig. 20e.

Figure 20: Frequencies slightly below and at the bifurcation point.
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5. Conclusion

Sloshing at shallow depths results in steep waves that may potentially cause damages to structures due
to severe impact at the walls. Understanding the wave patterns for a range of fillings and frequencies is335

important to remedy this.
Studies of sloshing in a rectangular tank with shallow depths were conducted at the lab facility at NTNU

in Ålesund. A range of fillings between h/L = 0.03 to h/L = 0.125 were tested with several frequencies in
proximity to the first mode natural frequency and ranging past the bifurcation point. RANS simulations
of sloshing have been performed using the open-source finite difference CFD solver REEF3D. Comparisons340

are made between experiments and RANS for a selection of fillings and frequencies. Through the coherent
approach of combining experiments and validated numerical simulations, the study extends the state-of-the
art research through the description of additional wave pattern characteristics. The following conclusions
can be made:

345

• The mean wave amplitude is measured for a range of fillings and frequencies. The wave breaks closer
to the middle of the tank for the larger fillings. The resonance zone moves to higher frequencies for
the lower depths.

• The bifurcation point is determined for a range of fillings between h/L = 0.03 and h/L = 0.125. It
occurs at f/f1,0 larger than unity for the lower fillings, while it approaches unity for fillings above350

h/L = 0.1.

• The theory from Verhagen and Van Wijngaarden [40] predicts a too high upper limit for hydraulic
jumps to occur. Thus, it provides poor guidance for when the harmful wave impact occurs in the
upper frequency range.

• The open-source CFD tool REEF3D predicts the sloshing waves with good accuracy. The largest355

deviation occurs when there are many waves present in the tank with severe oscillations, like above
the bifurcation point and with free sloshing.

• Comparison of the free-surface elevation with free sloshing indicates that the damping of the wave is
sensitive to the turbulence model settings at the free surface and less sensitive to the wall shear.

• The wave characteristics and dissipation mechanisms depend on whether the waves advance up- or360

downstream in the tank. This is relevant for sloshing under a roll motion.
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6. Appendix

An example of input files for REEF3D is given below. The first text file, ’control.txt’ sets the meshing
and boundary conditions. The second file, ’ctrl.txt’ is to set the simulation parameters. Explanation to the
relevant settings is given behind each line starting with ’//’. The reader is also referred to the REEF3D370

manual [20].

’control.txt’:
C 11 21 //Wall boundary
C 12 3 //Symmetry boundary375

C 13 3
C 14 21
C 15 21
C 16 21
B 1 0.003 //Grid cell size [m]380

B 10 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.003 0.0 0.3 //B 10 Provide the size of domain in x-, y and z-dir. [m]
M 10 4 //No. of processors for parallel computations
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’ctrl.txt’:
B 5 1385

B 10 1
B 11 1
B 50 0.0001 //Surface roughness
B 192 -3.0 0.16667 0.5 0.0 //B192 provide angle amplitude [deg], frequency [Hz] and point of rotation (x,y)
[m]390

B 194 0.0 3.0 //Time to start and stop motion [s]
D 10 4
D 20 2
D 30 1
F 30 3395

F 40 3
F 46 2
F 50 4
F 60 0.06 //Free surface position
I 12 1400

N 40 3
N 41 100.0 //Total simulation time
N 47 0.1
M 10 4 //No. of processors, here 4
P 10 1405

P 30 0.05 //Time of printing VTU-files [s]
P 40 1
P 41 1
P 54 10
P 51 0.408 0.125 //Position of wave sensor410

P 51 0.1 0.125 //Position of sensor no. 2
P 51 0.5 0.125 //Position of sensor no. 3
P 75 1
P 101 1
T 10 2415

T 36 1 //Free-surface turbulence limitation ON
T 37 0.01 //y’-value of free-surface turbulence BC
W 22 -9.81
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